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IN OUR 77th YEAR

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, December 6, 1956

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Vol. LXXVII No. 289

17 5,000 REFUGEES TO •BE .AIRLIFTEDi.

'Nev Round Of Bloodshed Is
Whreatened In Torn Hungary
BUDAPEST, Dec. 6 tIP — Defiant calls for a "mighty" demonst ration and another "total"
strike today against the. Sovietbacked Janos Ender regime
threatened Hungary with a Dew
iound of hopeless blodshed.
akiTensioe reached fever pitch
Nl the wake of two days of
near-riotous protest demonstrations by the women of Budapest
under the very guns of Russian
tanks and armored cars.
Hungariens were urged to
demonstrate today—St. Nicholas
Day—in leaflets scattered thrbugh
the streets. The leaflets called
also for an armed uprising but
set no date.

he previous general work stoppages were asked to strike.
Expect Power Cut Ott
Shopkeepers urged citlas
a
to
buy candles, kerosene and
matches in expectation all powe
would be cut off.
HUngarians are sick of bloodshed. They lamed at heavy costs
the futility of fighting Soviet
tanks and armored cars with
rifler, pistols and gasoline-filled
bottles.
But no one could foretell
(Continued on Back Page)

Last Reporter Is
Out Of Hungary

430ther posters and leaflets urged workers to walk out today
in a "total" strike. Evw workers
VIENNA, Dec. 6 Err —United
in such public 'utilities as gas Press Correspondent Russell
and electric power, pknts who Jones, who remained in Budalemained at their posts during pest as the only American newsman after • the second massive
Soviet attack, got his first good
night's sleep in a month Wednes'
day night.
Jones drove in from Budapest
Wednesday night a few, hours
before the expiration of la midnight deadline set by the Hungarian puppet government of
Janos Kadark. The Minneapolisborn newsman was told he would
Careless persons who burn be arrested unless he left Hungrass and rubbish are endanger- gary by midnight.
fle drove across the Austroing the lives and property
fellov. _citizens. Th is was brought Sumerian border at dusk Wed•
out in Sri-interview with Pitik91 45 a2Y
-All I want to do is sleep for
Aobertson, Chief of the Murray
the next 12 hours," the exhaust-rim Department today.
ed Jones told colleagues when
He was referring to the alarm- he reached Vienna. "I haven't
ing number of calls made by the had a good night's sleep in more
department within the last two than a month. And it'll take me
months because of grass fires a week to thaw out."
that residents had left unatDuring his marathon Budapeit
tended. Twelve times the first, assignment—Jones
had been 'rethree days of this week, trucks
porting around the clock from
went racing to all parts of town
lithe Hungarian capital since Oct.
to 'answer this new but un29—he stayed at the unheated
ircessary menace.
Danube Hotel on the banks of
ached the Danube.
A- ridiculous high was
Monday when ten gr ss tiros
Jones flies to London later tohad to be quenched by the rest- day.
' Nen
less firemen. Several times all
The veteran_ [UP reporter is
equipment had to be dispatched preparing a series of articles on
to fight the human made fires. the Hungarian revolution which
This left Murray and its citizens will be distributed to United
completely unprotected from pas- .Press clients early next week.
sible fores of worse proportions.!
Apparently people are n o t
i aware of breaking laws when MSC ‘wr7•22
urning; but a city ordnance
Seek
clearly prohibits the .liurning of
w
infurther
grass.
A
trash and
crease in uncontrolled -fires could
result in enforcement of the
law, Robertson said.

Use Of Care
4Jrged By Fire
Chief Here

of

SHIPS SUNK IN PORT SAID HARBOR
-

D ITERRAN,
4

Burley Prices •Still
Holding New Highs
By United Press
State burley price averages
..intinued their phenomenal rise
or the seventh consecutive day
setting a new record
*erage of $64.91 per hundred
unds for .27 markets.
'. None of the Kentucky markets
selling Wednesday fell below the
00 mark.
• .
.Farmers sold 15,152,267 .pounds
for a total of $9,835,621, breakIn Tuesday's previous high of

, provision of the immigration and
By MERRIMAN SMITH
United Preas White House Writer 'nationality' act.
AUGUSTA. Ga., D..e. 6 'IP
Plans Permanent Residence
The White House reiterated hal
The American Red Cross to- The White House announced tod ay launched an emergency day that within a matter of days day that immediately after ConPORT SAID
drive for five million dollars this country will begin a mass gress convenes next mont h,
for Hungarian relief and Presi- air-lift and sealift to bring 15.000 President Eisenhower will ask
dent Eisenhower appealed for Hungarian refugees to America by that refugees admitted under the
generous contributions.
the end of the year or shortly parole provision will be granted
-I urge all Americans gener- thereafter.
permanent residence in this
country.
• Twelve markets 'either hit or ously to support the spacial
•
The
to
addition
refugees,
in
spared above the 665 mark. Paris Red Cross disaster. appeal for
Details of the large peacetime
tux)
now
being moved by evacuation of Hungarian
had the state high with an five million dollars to aid in the
refugees
eN (-rage of $65.59 on 419.286 emergency relief both in Hun- e'r through the intergovernment- were announced shortly 'after ter
pounds sold for 4274,994. Others gary and to Hungarian refugees al committee on European migra- President conferred for about BO
in the $65 bracket were Cyn- in Austria," the President said tion, will be moved from Brem- hour with C. Douglas Dillon, U.
erhaven and Munich, subject to S: ambassador
titiana, the next highest with in a statement.
to France. •.
-The conditions of disaster and the expected improve' of the
$65.59i Lexington. Shelbyville,
Dillon reported that-the Soviet
Springfield, Winchester. R i c h- privations which require this West German' government.
The White House said the corn- action. in Hungary made a deep
Mond, Mount Sterling, Maysville, emergency relief have been acLebanon, Greensburg and Car- curately described from day to bined air and sea lift will be and derogatory intpression on the
PORT FUAD
day puhlicly by our news-re- the largest peacetime movement people of France, with a particugollton.
Twelve other markets were porting media.,Arniat all their of its kind in history. Plans for larly heavy adverse Impact on
$64 and the state's lowest trials.'the coursge of the Hun- ithe combined -lift will be handisd :be Communist Party. fellow
average was $60.23 at Hender- _garian people has been an in- by the defense department.
travelers and others who had
MD / SCUTTLED FLOATING DOCK
spira'ion to all freedom loving
son.
Of the 15,000 refugees, about generally supported the Soviet
SCUTTLED FLOATING CRANES
over.
world
peoples
the
There were reports front sevSAO will be brought
lini
simeem4 SCUTTLED DRiOGES
-By contributing to the Red country aboard three Navyto this
eral markets 'that the crop was
trans1.1.00 4 SCUTTLED POPPERS
emergency
each
Cross
campaign
tieing sold As fast as it is deport ship's. The first vessel is
4•111111111 7stag° TUGBOATS
livered and that. little was avail- of us individually can express scheduled to sail from the great
4111,3saino OTHER VESSELS
admiration
and
sympathy
our
able oh the floors.
•
ONE MILE
14
b•I
German port of BremerhavM)
(Contiroged gmt Back Page)
The Federal - State Market
between Dec. 18 and Dec. 21, the
News Service reported a leveling
THIS MAP of the Port Said, Egypts area shows sunken vessels that
second ship about a week 1:!ter
block passage in the Suez waterway. The information for this is
tendency in grade price Wedand the third ship a xvcek 1,,lbased on the text of a French letter to Secretary General Dag Hamnesday. A few more than half
lowing.
marskjold, dated November 19, which accuses Egypt of "sabotage"
taf the grades held steady with
Flying Thousands More
by sinking ships in the Suez Canal after the United Nations General
leesday. the agencl said.
About 10.000 rofugees •• ill be
Assembly's call for a cease-fire on Nov. 2. In the meantime, Britain
Seceipts of tobacco by grower
and
The Golden Circle
Shin- sped t,, the United States ta, Air
announced in the U.N. General Assembly that the Suez Canal will
associations under the govern- ing Light Sunday school class
be opened at Port Said, permitting at leagt 70 percent of navigation.
and Navy planes opeotment price - support program of the Memorial Baptist church Foe
ing
through the 'unitary lir
were estimated at one per cent o
---- lic-wtir
y
Ch.rtiso
havy
tm
vaisi,,r
e !atheitin.
wnillrima
transportation service, Ail:I'.
offerings. Throughout t h e
Corn growers in the corn:10.2441 area- 44111 decide oli-at
eight n,••itiate area Ttlesdat 10- if Vie WOilla
'
,.
C"‘..' :" A t•.1-• ”liat.
H•use. *
been parties for additional au.
baceo brought an average price
sf proggrant Inc., want
The party had previously
hts.
use for their crop in a referenper hundred pounds of $64.21
planned for December 14 bu
dum to be held December 11.
Principal offerings Wednesday has been moved up to. Friday
The White House said the air- Mr.
consisted of leaf, lugs, and fly- December 7.
Eulis Goodwin, Chairman
life
from
Munich
The members of the American
would begin of the Calloway County
ings, with low and fair quality
Agriculwithin the next 'few days at the tural Stabilization
Legion Auxiliary are busy wrappredominating, the news 'service
and Conserrate of 200 a day, with the num- vation Committee, has
ping Christmas gifts to be sent
said.
announcto veterans at Outwood Hospital
ber progressing by about 100 a ed. The vote will be on whether
. One - sucker tobacco sales,
and also our veterans from Calday until it reaches about 500 a growers approve the use of base
scheduled to begin at RussellIowa: County, according to a
day.
acreages for their corn crop in.ville today and at Franklin FriThe Murray Training School day, were postponed because of
-This should make possible the stead of acreage allotments. Corn
statement by Mrs. Claude AnRevival services will be conderson. Rehalibation Chairman Student Council supervised' a dry Weather which has hamper- ducted at the First Baptist Mis- movement out of Austria of most producers will receive notice of
Student- Assembly last week. ed the preparation of leaf for
sion on South Ninth Street be- of the refugees who are coming their individual farm base acreUnit No. 73.
The purpose of the assembly delivery.
ginning Monday night, December by air by about the end of the ages and allotments prior to the
was that the students might have
10th and continuing, through the year or shortly thereafter," the referendum.
Any jisember who would like the opportunity to
discuss any
week. Rev. Clifton Dexter, the White House statement said.
to send a box of homemade Problems around the school and
Chairman Goodwin explained
pastor, will do the preaching.
The bulk of the 6,500 original that if at least two-thirds of the
candy or cookies' to Outwood give suggestions for improve.,'
Services
held
each
still
be
refugees
•.•ere
being
admitted
to growers voting approve the gine
please contact Mrs. Anderson or m.ent of the school or any school
evening at seven-thirty o'clock. this country under refugee ast of base acreages for corn, the
Mrs. Robert Young no later problems.
The
public
is cordially invited to quotas, but the 15,000 will:tome national base acreage of corn
Each class, seven through Wednesday's complete record folthan Monday.
attend.
in under the co-called parole to be apportioned among protwelve, had a representative to lows:
- ducers in the commercial. pro43
Census
present the respective class' disducing area will be 51 million
65
Adult Beds
cussior a..d suggestions.
acres, as set by law. In this
22
Emergency Beds
Problems discussed in the Stucase, price support will be avail8
Patients Dismissed
dent Assembly will be further
able in the commercial counties
2
New. Citizens
discussed by the Student Ceuncil
at a national average of 61.31
7
Patients Admitted
.are
before any recommendations'
a bushel, representing 74 per
Patients admitted from Monday
offered to the. faculty.
cent of the October 15. 1956
The Student Assembl, was 4:00 P.M. to Wednesday 3:00 P.M.
corn parity price .of r.77 per
Mrs. Jim Page. Route 3. Dovrally
led
a
concluded
by
pep
by
Fran Watrous and guard Terry
I party law he has the power to bushel.
By JAMES R. RENNEISEN
er. Tenn.; Jesse C. Johnson. 605
Darnall
hit :in double figures. the Cheerleaders.
Vine St.. Murray; Master Steven United Press Staff Correspondent . seat committeemen and commit'If more than -one-third of the
_Probabli starting lineups are:
FRANKFORT. Dec. 6 '111 —Gov.' teewomen favorable to his adMembers of the StUdent Coun- H. Parker, Route 6, Murray;
growers voting fevor acreage
VrIesi4Te.x s
I.
Twelfth
Frances
Route
Chandler
grade
Bynum.
are:
with—
A.
Wednesday
. ministration, but he said he will
B.
Ht.
Mrs. Jerry
Pos cil
allotments, the national corn alNichol
Perry, Secretary; Tommy Mar- Murfay; Eddie M. Defees 609 drew his forces from the fight - not use that power in Louisville.
6-3
lotment will be 37,288.889 .acres
Mrs.I..Alen
grade;
Eleventh
Beaston
shall, president.
Main. St., Benton;
control of the Democratic . Chandler also said that his for the 894-county
6-5
commercial
Streun
ty machinery in Jefferson forces in Louisville will regroup corn-producing area in 24 States,
6-7
C. Jackie Gilbert, Larry Sinter, Nelson, Dover, Tenn.; William
Tenth Grade; Jerry Shroat, vice Wallis. Jr., College ttation. MurR. Rogers
6-0
nty, but he made itkupslain he and will continue "to conduct cur and price- support will be availpresident, Sernice Elkins; Ninth ray: Coil Paschall, Pur yea r, did not consider that • group, political affairs in such a manSimpson,
6-3
able in the commercial counties
grade — Janice Phyllips, Jerry Tenn.; Mrs. Chester Caddas. Box livas_ defeated.
ner as to be prepared to render at a national average of $1.35
M.S.C.
Ht.
Pos. Speight, Eighth grade — Karen
i the assistance to the
Station. Murray;
College
402
Democratic
Watrous
per bushel„ representing 77 per
The governor and his top po- i
6-4
Covey, Jimmy Shroat, Seventh Miss Wilma Johnson, 400 South
Party that will inevitably- be cent of the October 15 corn
Powless
6-5
grade — Gerlinda Megow, John- 4th, Murray; Mrs. Charles Tabor, litical aides reached III decision I needed..."
parity price..
Sullins
6-9
ny Winters. Supervisor of the College' Station, Murray; Miss to pull out of the reorkrization
Marginet
Student Council is Mac G. Mc- Maurine liudson, Trezevan t, fight in Jefferson Coun si after • He said his Louisville forces
There are no plans to offer
T. Darnall
6-2
Raney, Director.
Tenn.; Wilbu in M. Herndon, several hours of discussion at a were "absolutely united under price support for 1957 corn proconference.
strategy
Route 3, Murray; Mrs. J. W.
the joint leadership of Bernard duction which is not in comChandler. who kept in touch J. .Bax and Robert E. Hatton."
Nichols, 106 S 9th" St., Murray;
Pliance with acreage allotment
Wilbur Underwood, Route 3, with the group in his office by
•
He denied holding any enmity or Soil Bank provisions.
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Paul John- telephone from Florida. said "I toward the people of Louisville
Polls
will
be
open
from IWO
n, Route 4. Murray.
do not wish to control elections and Jefferson County. -I have
In Louisville and there- will be no desire to-punish that area and a.m. to 700 p.m. The 'voting
places
are
as
follows: Murray
no effort to seize control of the its citizens," he said.
— ASC Office; Concord — High
party's machinery there."
School;
Liberty
—
Faxon School;
His statement concluded with
-I have no desire to assume
Brinkley — Coldwater School;
responsibility for the selection remarks that hinted that this'is
Swann
— Humphrey's store at
of a Democratic ticket in Louis- only a temporary truce and not Harris Grove; Wadesboro
—
ville and Jefferson County, next a permanent peace.
Imes store at Almo: Hazel —
•
year," the governor continued, "I
"When the people of Jefferson Robert's Service Station at Midland my administration should not
County reach the point Wilffe way.
bear the ontis of trying to cure
they desire help from the state'
all of the ills of poor leadership
Democratic organization, the goy:
in the state's metropolitan area
ernor and his administration in
The "pastels" in feafliers, stars, which have existed over so long
effecting improvement of _the
angels, delicate musical Instru- a time."
I party organization„ this heip will
ments, carollers and choir boys
In me other 119 counties of
be promptly forthcoming." ChanAll members of the Murray
plus innumerable other Christ- the state, Chandler claimed vicdler said.
• •
Hospital Auxiliary a n d their
mas ideas will be featured in the tory for* the Democratic State:
first Holiday House next Tues- Central Committee . and the ad- • The meeting in the governor's families have been invited by
day. December 11.
ministration forces%
office included Lt. Gov. Harry the • Murray Rose and Garden
Sponsored by the Rose and
Tie charged that the meetings Lee Waterfield; Molar Transpor- Club and the Little Rose and
MRS. FRIEDA MARIE SCHOENHERR. 17, and her mother, Mrs. Elizabeth
Garden Clubs of Murray. Holi- in Jefferson County were con- tattbn Commissioner Charles Garden Club to attend the HoliJulie Von Der Recke, 81, Lithuanian Baronesses, are shown taking
day House will be open in the ducted in such a. manner that it i Blackburn, Public Relations Com- day House at the home of Mr.
the citizenship oath efore Federal Judge Leon R. Yankwich in Los
home of Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Beale, was impossible to tell which fac- missioner G. M. Pedley: Harry and Mrs. Elmus J. Beale en
Angeles. They relinquished their titles of nobility to become AmeriColdwater Road, from 2:30 to tion was represented by more G Des-is, the governor's execu- December 11 from 2:00 to 9:04)
p.m.
can citizens. This was the first time Judge irankwich permitted the
9:30 p.m. The public is urged to voters.
1 tive secretarr,_and Bax and HaltMr. and Mrs. Beale live on
photographing of the oath ceremony. (International Soundphoto)
He pointed out that under!om.
(Continued on Back Page)
the Coldwater Road.
,

riednesday,
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Referendum For
Cotton Growers
Planned Tuesday

1.

Il

ti

WEATHER
REPO P,.

Corn Growers
Will Vote On
December 11

Christmas Party Is
To Be Held Friday

Legion Auxiliary
To Wrap Gifts

MI'S Students
Discuss
Problems

. cid:,

Revival Planned
At Baptist Mission

Murray Hospital
News

To Stampede
est Texas In Two Games Here

Chief Robertson again -Axel- - The Murray State. Thoroughed. as he did several weeks ago : bredswill seek to stampede the
in the Ledger & Times, for local ,West Texas Buffaloes in two
citizens to use the utmost care igames Friday and Saturday nights
in burning trash and to never ! when they open the season in
leave it unattended.
. the college arena.
: The Racers are even in two
i games, beating Wesleyan and
!dropping a 67-64 thriller to Georgia Tech. The Buffs have three
!lame* behind them including a
pair of tussles with OVC op1 ponents. They were thrashed by
A cotton growers' referendum ! Middle Tennesse 96-78 Tuesday
Tuesday will decide the fate and met T.P.I. last night at
of marketing quotas for the Cookevlite.
41.1957 upland cOtton crop.
Normally • team losing to
This was learned from the Middle would be easy prey for
county ASC who said all farm- the Breds. but not this year, for
era engaged in upland prOduc- the Tennessseans are vastly imtion in 1956 can vote in the proved under new coach Ed Didreferendum. A two-thirds ma- dle Jr. The Texans
who were
jority vote- is necessary to con- trounced by MSC
at Canyon
tinue the quota.
last year have two of their three
This voting - does not concern
top scorers back from last year
allotments, which remain in ef.
in guards Rookie Rogers, an
feet for determining price supAll - Border Conference senior,
port eligibility.
Voting places will be: Murray and Allen Simpson, a conve:}ed
— ASC office:. Cdficorcl -- high forward. Rogers, 6-0, averaged
school; Liberty — Faxon School: 17.2 and the latter, 6-3, averaged
Brinkley — Coldwater School; 15.8.
Against Middle Tennessee, the
Swann — Humphrey's Store,
. Wadesboro — Imes pair scored 31 points between
Harris Grove:
Store, Alm; Hazel — Robert's them while Joe Streun, 6-7 cenService Station, Midway. Polls ter, netted 12, and Charlie Beaston, 6-5 forward, accounted for
open 8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
l&
•
Murray, apparently better balanced than for several seasons,
has a height advantage ov er
West Texas but both appear even
In reserve strength. Quitman SulKENTUCKY: Partly cloudy, lins,. after his thumping 28 point
scattered showers, cooler north- perfOidnance against
Wesleyan
west. Friday. mostly cloudy and was held to 5 by Georgia Tech.
mild, showers in west..
but forwards John Powless and

Big Evacuation Expected To
Murrayans
Asked To Aid . Be Completed By First Of Year
Hungarians

Chandler Forces Lose Fight
In Jefferson; Withdraw .

..fr-

Ci

GIVE UP TITLES FOR CITIZENSHIP

First Holiday
House To Be
Held Tuesday-

Auxiliary Members
Invited To House

•

••••-•
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Irish Eyes Are Smiliglgi
Again This Year
Giants Expect
Everything
From Browns.

Notre Dame
; tins () ening
Cage Caine

.
Sy UNITED Pillitall
The New York Giants expee
•
Enteetid at the Post Mice, Murray. Kentucky. for transmission a. the CleveL,nd Minims
:everything at them Sunday t x- •
,
..../
Second Class- Matter
By TIM mORiARTV
cei.•t a white flag.
IDUBOONIIIPTIOW EMI& By Canter as Murray. par week
Clan eland will Sidi to win a I Notre Dame's Irish eyes were
subse4 Me. In Callaway and adjoining count:es, par year $3111: else- pr,__fatA bad .diasibil title th, smilIng again today.
where, PAO.
After mattering through t h c
season for-"the tirst time in Its,
- II-)Lar la.ora.
worst football season in
hc
11
,
1
/
THURSDAY — DECEMBER 6, 1956
school's history. the'
flung
Dix
tEastern
their
clinch
first
.
____
- +
44•
stun title to the National Foot- Notre Dame alumni fizialla found
I ball League since 1046 by beat- atenelhing to cheer about Weding or trying the Browns. at nesday night when the Irish
basketball team opeaed its season
Ledger and Times File
Yankee Stadium.
,
But Jack Lavelle. who has with a runaway l8-53 vletcry
I
Funeral services were held at Elm Grove Baptist scouted the BrOurns for years and over St. .1..1mph God)
All five members of the Notre
Chgrch Sunday, December 1, for Miss Mavis Futrell,' 47, has seer them half a ci,lzen vanes
wile died at a
hospital on Saturday. November this ••=11-son, warned the Giants Dame sta.-hag hi e broke into
aatible scoring figures against St.
they are In for a -rough day.
30.1
Joseph. with Captain Jolla Smyth
tladden and Bilbrey. .the modern new Goodyear I -I think Cleveland still :las 4he
leading the .way with 29 points.
Stoke, will be Open for business on Saturday. December 7. best defensive unit in the leaga." The Irish gained a
45-24 lead at
"The Detroit Lions
Th4 store is owned' by Shelby Hadden, Carl Hadden
'
and. L
Lle
a bit better defensivaly, halftime and then let the remay be s'lici-Be
arer Bilbrey. with Mr. Bilbrey holding- the position of
serves take over for most of the
.tot 1 wonldn't bet on it.
m
ager.
"You would think a team that second half.
Calloway County Judge Pink G. Curd announced this , has suffered „ ar,„py auuri.lrb
Flyers Impressive
weak that the Calloway County Fiscal Court has unani- and lost as many Close games as
Da)ton and llamas, both oi
moasly adopted a resolution imposing a fine of not less Cleveland has this year wauld. whom were Picked to finish
than $25 on any person'found guilty of dumping trash., be down." Lai elle said. -But among the nation's topal0 teams
cans or other refuse. in any streams or barren branch of . they gave it everything ;Ai the in the United Press pro-season
battings also scored impressive
way."
alit stream in Calloway County.' ,
Wednesday night. •
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Rogers and children left today for: The Browns, who haven't had vict
Angeles, California, where they will make their many -good bounce-a" from the - "abet, won its 200th game
Lo
un er Coach 'rummy Blackburn
season,
a
p
ho e.
'upoet the Giants. The Giants havej by defeating touring Mtaf:ii
The Murray State Thoroughbreds. winding up their
a 7-2-i record while the Browns l 87-48. Blackburn spent the enseipon with a 55-6 win over Western scored a total of
tire second half experimenting
have a 4-6 mark,
19, points for the season. This was the highest scoring; Sunday's other selections: Lions with his reserves after
the Flyer
singe the 19311 quad which racked up 205 points.
03-2) over Pittsburgh Steelers regulars opened a 26-point lead_
4-6) at Detroit; Bears (7-21)t4 halftime. As a result, sub furer Cardinals (6-4) at Chicago ward Jack McCarthy emerged as
(5-4) over Philadelphia the high scorer ,with 16 points.
Mina's also built up an early
Eagles i 3-6-1 I at, Washington;
rty Niners 13-6-11'over Green aead in its opening game agailla
Bay Packers 14-6) at Sin Fran- Butler and then coasted to a 96...a
'cisco; Rams (2-8) over
v
Baltimore 81 triumph. The 111:na who con.Colts 4-5) at
verted 11 of Ugly. first 13 field
Angeles.
Ban Sent:thing, the Cubs' 1.5w1
A LBy MILTON HOCHMAN
goal attempts.T1weeae led
by
manager.
-Out
he's
One
Writer
boy
we're
Hailed Press Seoels
"Kidnapers" face
.rt Warted George Bansalle's 28 poirts. Howgoing
—A
to
hang
on to. No one -has
JACKSONVILLE. Fla. RP
ever. Butler's Ted Guzsk wound i
new-stampede for Ernie Banks any higher regard for 1 an than i LAMPERTHErd. Garmara
up as the game's high scarer
wat in progress between three we have"
— Four Araarican soldh rb who with 37 poin4s on 14 field goals!
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HYDROX COOKIES
BROOK'S

10 Years Ago This Week

Albs Plan To Hold On o Ernie
Banks According To Scheffincr

itonsolida ed stores!
Xmas Specials

W

BEAUTIFUL LADIES

'5
5

$198 ▪ $,98
maw

6

7
,
7..c"

$198 & $298
-

JELL°

$1.98
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NEW SHIPMENT GIRLS BLACK
CORDUROY SLIM j1MS

V.

3for 19c CORN

lb.

.2-for 35c

•

29c

HIENE

GEE GEE

BABY FOOD
1,3 jars 29c

- Canned

POP CORN

Goods

lb. 15c

Special!

BIG BROTHER

Grapefruit JUICE
46-oz. can 19c

CRANBERRY
SAUCE 15c

b

BIG BROTHER - NO. 21,

BETTER SPREAD
WHOLE POTATOES,

MARGARINE

EARLY JUNE PEAS
PORK & BEANS
SPAGHETTI

lb. 19c "
RITZTRACKERS
lb. 33c

GREEN BEANS
HOMINY
NAVY BEANS
TURNIP GREENS

Cut Green BEANS
19c

G. N. BEANS

CLUB CRACKERS

MUSTARD GREENS

lb. 35c

KRAUT
GR. & WHITE LIMAS

KIDNEY BEANS

KENTUCKY

ti

TOMATOES

FLAVORKIST

BLACK EYED PE AS

— No. 303 Can —

CHOCOLATE CHIP

PINTO BEANS
YELLOW EYED PEAS

2 for 25c

COOKIES 25c

OCTOBER BF

NS

••••=a.

Complete FRUIT CAKE INGREDIENTS
Christmas

Assorted

CANDY

NUTS

g
g

JOH
NSO
N
'S
- GROCERY tIt41/

it

g,

01120021' SELL of Bloomington. WI.. Is shoarn as he won the Men's
Brood Jump Et tae Oiyn-.p.c Carntslin MvIi.•oarrie, Atatt.-alia..Vell
:
- .-4.v tzt,Uswi_-4ida I i 3llinlred 7.4 Ike,812 indica for We midaL (International Radiophoto) _..
j.„-modyks=i isitsi.ziAtBlattegratgas.,:i esit..Z itzettraitr...

w

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

Fresh Pork Brains lb. 15c

g
1
?I'

a
i

lb..99c INSTANT„COFFV . - -

FRYERS

$998C

Various Pati'erns and Colors

AM VA

GRADE "A" WHOLE

rf

SPORT SHIRTS

PI

NOTHING BUT THE BEST IN OUR MEAT DEPARTMENT

:
I
V-NECK — S - M - L — Blue - Green - Camel 4
1
wers.e.r.le - ------ rt. 729‘7::
",r_
ii wit m sza=i1Wicr.-"b-•,
. 4.
-Z.i-ordr-77::! 7: irat 23513 ?Il
MEN'S
0

S -M -L

• • D.-a
BIG BROTHER — 6-Os.

111

NYLON and WOOL BLEND
Floral Patterns and Two Tone Style
— A Gift For The Whole Faintly —

"

.A

AmMIINIMMir

0

7

LPL

3cans $1 CHOCOLATE DROPS 19c

—IF

.

SATIN COMFORTERS

I
I
i

MI

ALL YOUR FAVORITE FLAVORS

Sizes 34 to 40
Pastel Colors
Beautiful Gift For Mother or Wife

--

MB

COFFEE

NYLON GOWNS

ft

MI

-IsifM54/4&15

LADIES-^"-

2cans , 9_;

•ORA-NGE SLICES and

MAXWELL tIOUSE - VAC PAC

g
1

$398

69c

ri•MI

.,i -

- Cotton - Flannel
Sizes 1N
2 12
on
Solids and Prints

4

NO. 2', JUMBO

1

DUSTERS

it
W.
W

WINS GOLD MEDAL AT OLYMPICS

TUNA

LARD

Can 10C

'

1
..4
1

EATWELL

Pure

IN GRAVY

TAMALES

119c •

Lb.

FIELD'S

Chili Beans

Murray

a
ii

46.

/

I

61
1

•

5wit 1putzt'

•

.

•
7.
•

S.,
••••
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Dollars have old ftshioned buyin

BELK SETTLE

I.

COMPANY

•

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

81:108 SPRING MAID

51 Gauge

•

Li

Colored Sheets
$2.59 each
2, For $5.00

Ladies Nylon Hose

15 Denier

sfitch

NEW SHIPMENT

COTTON SHEET BLANKETS
special
$1.00

special

09

59c

ROSE BLOSSOM SPRING MAID SHEETS

!
A Ct
1

Colored Broadcloth
72x108 Sheets
42x36 Pillow Cases

2 pr.

$2.95
$2.79
79c
HEAVY

NEW SHIPMENT

$1.00

CANNON TOWELS.

COLORED

PILLOW CASES

SOLID or STRIPES

39c or 3for $1.00

2for $1°°

LARGE ASSORTMENT

HEAVY
4••• mew,.

SIZE 20:40

Cannon TOWELS
reg. 79c value

•

59c

Towel Sets
$1.00

Rayon Panties

3

Ie

22x44
reg $1 value
SPECIAL

for $1.00

HEAVY

s •L
•

•

Cannon TOWELS

Ladies

SOLID COLORS
reg. $1.29 value
SPECIAL

Rayon Panties
25c
5

$1.00

for 0.00

COMPLETE
Look

NEW

11ha t You Can Still Buy for
113. 7

YOUR

Sport Shirts
$1.59

71$
ta.

2for$3.00
• $

•

t

4.

s

IRONING BOARD

LARGE SIZE

Pad and Covers
$1.00 •

Wicker Baskets
$1.00 each

I.

4.

Corduroy
$11.000

yd.

'Extra!
EXTRA!
extra!
Clothes Pins
lc Doz.

Tim n ANickel

.FOR FRIDAY, DEC EMBER 7th _ONLY ;

I

1

Pecker Combs
4e
I
Dress Combs
4c
Sisters .
F 1.11
4c
Snap Fattener ...... 4c
Hooks eed Eyes
ee
P... C.A....a
fie
Debby Pins
Ic
lies Top*
Ic
Di
Dishes
Ac
Seem Indies
stc
(lost,. Hocks
4.c
Corset Gest* •
Ae
Slt.ulder Strops
4c
Sve.ng Threled
4.
Thimble'
Ic
T.... sees...es
4.
Purl isetrens
4.
Skeet I..s.es pr
4e
C•k• T
4e
Plestie T•ye
4e

• Jell* Monads
• Cookie Cutters
• Pot Cleaners
• Scr.w Dr err
• Pi
le• 2 1
• TI....A 'rock'
• Mester Boot
• Doer Steps
• Reset Mode'
• Piindiir Putts
• Plestic Denis
• Plow,'Sweet S
• Pleettc Fennels
• Clothes Pleinters
• Juice Tumblers
• Whiskey Mugs
• Address Ilmsks
• Pol.,• Whistle'
• He rmemicas
• Moore Wore

Children.. Boxer

Blue Denim Dungarees
special $1.00

4.
4c
4c
Ic
4e
sk
Fle
Is
slc
stc
4e
4€
sk
44
4€
ric
4e
Ic
4e
Fts

t

t

t

5

t

Children, Size 1 to 7

One Big Table

KNIT TEE SHIRTS
$1.00

BOYS OXFORDS

Sixteen Quart

SPeial $3.00

Boy's Blue Denim

DUNGAREES
now $1.00

GARBAGE CAN
$1.00

TOSS PILLOWS

Metal

Assorted Colors and Styles

Christmas Tree Stand
$1.00
Brass WASTE BASKETS
$1.59-2 for $3.00

$1.00
BED PILLOWS

t

t

t

t

4.

tttttt

51.

ttttt

Children* Size 244

COTTON SLIPS
$1.00
BUTTER DISHES
$1.00
Ironing Board Cover
$1.00

sfeausatosawastsumsawassama

seispirisiners.noteseerientie
nk•OP•Fin.sr-

4-

•
a

I

values to $6.95

•

-gbiamt-v:Imostiosemiustf

1

Limit 5 Doz.
Per
Customer

Psr

C CHOICE

special $1.00
t

FINE WALE

GOOD ASSORTMENT COLORS

17:25
I

22c yd.
5 yds.$1.00

ABC Prints
59c yd.
2 yds.$1.00

El's
t

a-

SHIPMENTIl

No irioN SALE
Boy's Plaid
Flannel

SHEET MATERIAL

ONE BIG TABLE

79c

S

.)

LL Stars and Stripes I

Fast Color Prints
29c yd.
4yds.$1.00

Cannon TOWELS

39c

80 Sq. Print
39c or 3yds.$100

36 INCH

EXTRA HEAVY

A REAL VALUE!

44 and 48 Inch

I

36 INCH

2for $1°

•

36" FAST COLOR

Drapery Material
$1.00 yd.

Ladies

:s.

LARGE SELECTION

1
1
1
I.

sumastamossatlis.

Mit
—•••••

4.0

ve
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Women's Page
Burkeen, Editor

Phone 694-M-4 or 7b3-j

-SOCIAL CALENDAR

lub News

Rainbow for Girls
has Regular Meet

Activities

W 114114601111

Murrby Assembly No. 19 Or- •
der of the Rainbow foe Girls
held its resider meeting at the
Masonic Hall on Tuesday, December 4, at sis o'clock in the
.
enis
in
sgw
evm

Loads

Expansion
Steel On
The increase

EDEN FLIES TO JAMAICA FOR A REST

ir

¶1

113

PLENTY OF SANTAS TO TELL IT

ylene Jones, worthy adCLEVELAND IP —A. B. Homvisor, presided at the meeting.
er, president of Bethlehem Steel
The minutes were read by Miss Co.. is raising his estimates of
Linda Outeand, recorder pro-tem. steel expansion needs,
Steel
Thursday, December 6
the Woman's Club House at set an
It was actiouneed that plans Magazine said today.
The Murray High and Elemen- o'clock
Homer thinks a capacity of 200
for the Chrulamas par* would
• 0 ••
tiry. School PTA w 1 he e a
be made at the next regular million tuns will be required by
joint Christmas program meetMonday, December 10
meeting to be held Tuesday. De- 1971, the weekly publication said.
ing at the high school audit•-•num
The Mattie Belle Hayes Circle
cember 18, at seven o'clock in Present capacity is 132 million
BRITISH PlilME MINISTER Sir Anthony Eden and his wife are shown
at seven-thirty o'clock.
.
tons.
will meet at 7:30 in the social
the evening.
• • •.
as they were about to board a plane in London for Jamaica, British
According to the Bethlehem
hall. Please bring your Christmas
The mother advisor is Mrs.
West Indies. The ailing statesman is going to the Island for three
chief, an average annual ,Inerease
gift for the Buildirg Fund.
Frances Churchill.
weeks of complete rest ordered by his doctors. Ile told reporters
•
Friday, December 7
of more than 4.5 million tons is
that the British policy in the Middle East remains Unchanged.
• •• •
The Memorial WMS will obneeded in the next 15 years, 500,serve the week ofsprayer at the
The Business Women's. Circle
000 tons more than he saw a
1
church at two-thirty o'clock.
of the WMS of the First Baptist
need for a year ago.
requirements. amounting to $2 mediate future."
•• ••
Church will meet at the home .
Steel said expansion underway billion also will add to the pinch.
Steel said the Maritime ComThe Creative Arts, Department of Mrs. John Adams at seven- •
or authorized in the next three
Steel said that "in the event mission is mulling over a project
of the Murray Woman's Club will thirty. o'clock.
*menials --to- 1-5 -million- tons-,
conditions cr-n- to-build 104 tankers, which would'
have a bazaai at the club house
• •.•
a mark which exceeds Homer's tinue to deteriorate, expenditures put even greater pressure on fa
oeginning at nine o'clock. The
latest estimate.
Tuesday. December 11
on the military acount will prob- plates and related ship steel•
public is.invited.
Murray Star chapter No. 433
The magazine saw ;the Middle ably be still greater."
LLCMS.
• • ••
Order of the Eastern Star will ,
East situation stimulating "rising
Although the defense needs
WASHINGTON
'Tr — A
womThe nit Baptist WMS will hold its regular meeting
at the
an protested to congressmen to- government requirements" Which have first priority on steel proOil is ..produced in 192 of
observe the week of prayer at Masonic Hall at
'seven - thirty '
day that it is "unjust descrimi- will "tighten the squeeze on cer- dnetion, the publication said Texas' 254 counties.
•
the church at twei-thirty o'clock. o
clock:
,
!
'
•
nation" to tax lipstick while tain steel products in the first "government controls are not
Texas has approximately 170,PETER IREITSTONI,3,of Brooklyn,N.Y., was the proprietor of a corn••••
••• •
permitting men to shave Nike quarter." A boost in U.S. military likely to be stiffened in the int- 000 oil wells in some 6,900,lields.
v.ete set of illusions. We do not know if he has them any more after
1
Saturday. Decor/thee II
free.
.The Morning Circle of t h e • 1 meeting SO San:a Clauses all at once. The Santos were assembled in ,
Mrs. D. E. McConnell will have WSCS of the First
She said that lipstick, face..
ONew York for briefing before launching the annual Christmas camMethodist
her annual Christmas recital and Church will meet
powder,and other comnealcs are
of the Volunteers of America.Peter seems completely confused.
at the home
party for her music pupils at of Mrs. H. G. Dunn
necessities for modern women.
•
a nine-thirty
She suggested that shaving is
o clock.
a sort of luxusyeallearesken. eagle
••••
"After all," she said, "they
Circles of the WMS of the
,could wear beards."
First baptist Church will meet
The testimony was given by
at two-thirty o'clock as follows: •
Janet Myers, publicity director
I
with.
Pirs.
Owen
Bill•
n;
I1;
•
Mrs. Clyde Jones opened her
The Delta Department of the for a New York cosmetics firm,
Mrs. Orcp Hull was hostess with Miss Bettie Tho
Ill home on North Sixth Street for, Murray Woman's
Club held its before a seven-man House ways
for the meeting of Group I 6f with" Mrs. Clifton Key;
; ith the, meeting of Group II of the monthly
meeting at the club & means subcommittee. The allthe Chris
'Wen's Fellenv- Mrs. L. L. Downs; VI and VIII ; Christian Women's Fellowship
of house on Tuesday, December 4, male group is studying proposals
ship.of the irs1 Christian Church with Mis. E. C. .tianes.
the First . Christian Church held at seven-thirty -o'clock in the, for revamping excise taxes.
•
•
•
••
held, on Thesday, December 4,
Miss Myers 'appealed for reon Tuesday,'December 4, at two- evening.
at two-thirty o'clock in the afterweIlhesdae. December 12
peal of the 10 per cent excise
thirty o'clock in the'.afternoon.
Mrs. Wells Purdom Introduced tax on cosmetics
ruxmi •at• her home on the College
Circle V of the WMS of the
and other toilet
The guest speaker for the af- Mrs.' 011ie Brown who gave
a
Farm Road.
First Baptist Church will meet ternoon was
Mrs. Zelna Carter very enjoyable program in keep- goods. She said she was speaking
The program was presented by at the, mission on South Ninth who gave'
for
Cosmetic Career Women—an
a most inspirational ing with the Christmas season.
Mrs. L.. M. Overbey who gave a Street at two-thirty o'clock.
and interesting,
, talk on the She made several beautiful organization of „more than 150
•0••
most interesting and informative
theme. "A Campus Light On the Christmas arrangements giving women executives in the toilet
talk on the theme, "Missions
goods industry—and for AmeriWhen using raisins for cakes or Mission Field."
each step from the beflihrllE un- can Women everywhere.
USA."
breads soak them in warm water
Mrs. R. H. Robbins gave the til- the arrangements
ready
are
Mrs. Rupert Parks gave the before adding them to the batt„er devotion
tere..athiectissentrinititis -...hisettaselliallear
with her scripture be- to be displayed.
devotion. Mrs. Hull. chairman of •-e- dough to make them plump ing taken
from the book of
The program leaders Lfor the
the circle, presided at the meet- and juicy.
Psalms.
Deeniber meeting we Mrs.
ing. Plans were diseused for reDuring the social hour •-t h e Purcioje,....14rs. F. E. Crawford,
membering :he shutins of the
Don:t starch cottons' before hostess, Mrs. Jones
and Mrs. Mrs.
r
E. Overbey, Mrs.
chugich at Christmas.
Give Them Something
storing for the winter. Michigan Charlie Shroat, served
refresh- B.
r. and Mrs. - Whit
Refreshments were served by State University home economists ments
to the sixteen members Irr.es.
Useful
and Good-Looking,
the hostess to the members pres- say silverfish may feed on the and two
visitors. Mrs. Carter and
Mrs. A. C. Sanders, cha'
ent.
•
starch.
•
Mrs. Howard Nichols.
Too.,.Give Them Smart,
.
_
of the department, presided over
e short business meeting.
• • *
Sturdy
Boots for Christmas!
•
During the social hour refreshmentli were served from t is e
beautifully appointed table mitered with an exclusive centerpiece • denoting the Christmas
scene. Mrs. J. I. Hosick, presiThe Woman's Missionary Soc- dent of the Woman's Club,
pre,
iety of the Elm Grove Baptist sided at the silver
coffee service,'
Chujch mrt in the home of Mrs. and Mrs.
Sanders served the
Tha ie Parker on Wednesday delicious fruit cake
afterioon. November 28. The
The hostesses were Mrs. Jack
melting was opened .with the Kennedy. Mrs.
Holmes Ellis, Mrs.
group singing -The Kingdom Is • Hugh Oakley,
Mrs. E. C. Parker,
Corning."
and Miss Ruble Smith.
Priced According To Size
Mrs. Maude Hale. prograrill
• • ••
chairman, was in charge of the
FUGITIVE NO MASQUERADER
program. Those taking part on
FRANKFURT, Germany IIPI —
the program were Mrs. J. C.
Police said today they were
Stamps. Mrs. James Sheckle. Miss
certain the man in the striped
Delia Outland. and Mrs. Albert.
uniform they arrested for drunk
Crider.
driving was a fugitive from a
A sh •rt business zneeting was masquerade
party until investiconducted by the president, Mrs. gation showed he was
a prison
Keys Keel, after* the reading of fugitive riding a stolen motormg& gniggsgpagg gives convalescent Secretary of State John
the minutes by the secretary, cycle.
Foster Dunes a hug at Augusta. Ga.. as President Eisenhower
Mrs. Dock Boggess. Plans were
' beats on with a mile.
lostersiattoisal Soundphoto)
made for the week of prayer.
Live Up To Their Name
Priced According To Size
The meeting was closed with
STOCKTON, Calif. ilfq —Mr.
prayer by Mrs. Alfred Keel.
1.and Mrs. Ellen Grins' were just
Delightful refreshments were that when they returned
home
erved by the' hostess to the fif- ; and discovered
a stranger had
teen members present.
auctioset
ned th ir television ,
lEwri. FRS
'washing machine, lawn mower
I and other possessions to neighMURRAY
o
Mps
/FIELD
bors for $400.
,
wiansattsiter.Wi-Ar.iess
-artte-

WevIl

•

••••
Discrimination
Says Woman,
,1•1

•

W•=WAW-1=11
..=WAIWA2aft:

Mrs. Orel' Hui/ Is
Hostess For Meet
Of GrouP l'qff-F
,

Group II Of CWF
Meets At Home Of
lIrs. Clyde Jones

4

Delteffilivormtrent ••
Hears Program By
Mrs. 011ie Brown

TONIC FOR A' CONVALESCENT
,

- ----- Mrs: Thanie Parker
:•••Opens Home For
Elm Groz,T WMS

A

Combat Boots
$695 to $795

-

Engineer Boots

The Murray Roller Rink

1413 West Main
SKATING SCHEDULE
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Reserved for Groups and Parties
THUFI.SDAYS and FRIDAYS
3:00 to 5:00 p.m. — 7:00 to 10:00 p.m.
SATURDAY
9.30 to 11:30 a.m. (beginners)
1:30 to 4:00 p.m.
7.00 to 10:30 p.m.
SUNDAY
1.30 to 4:00 p.m.
• ADMISSION
SKATERS
Children under 12 . . . . 25c except nights
All other skaters . . . . 35c except nights
Night sessions,. all skaters
50c
damp Skates Furnished Free —
Shoe Skates
25c
SPECTATORS
All parents or other persons accompanying
child skaters admitted free.
Regular spectators
25c
(spectators later desiring to skate may
apply admission fee to skating fee)
Spectator charge for the sole purpose of
maintaining discipline and order for the
ssfelfare of the skaters.
"FOR YOUR HEALTH'S SAKE ...
ROLLER SKATE"

$795 to $895

Personels

Mr. and Mrs. Wade Crawford
nave returned from a three weeks
acation in Florida.

LAST TIMES TONIGHT.
TAB HUNTER
in "THE BURNINt.
HILLStf with
NATALIE WOOU

Mr. and Mrs. Bill Sparkman
' • •f Lindsey. Oklahoma are spendthis week with Mr: and Mrs.
.P Matt Sparkman.

College President

2 Big Features 2

4
WE HAVE THE ALL-TIME FAVORITE

Cowboy Boots
• $595

54

a$ shoem

ROCK'N ROLL
and CHICKEN-RACE!
YO,I.,1TH ON
THE
LOOSE I

I Whet Mom
ts ammo
*Red
am?

RE SURE

To JEE

OUR

Dressy Wellington Black Leather Boots
they're only $895

•

'
4-1
1PAO°

THIS CLOSE-UP of Princess Margaret of Britain, shows hcr
clre•seci for her academic role r.s
president Of the North Staffordshire University College, England. She was photographed
v Lin she installcd Sir George
Barnes as principal of college.

•

• ••
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••411111..
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•
•
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-411,1"ri

ST

, JAPAN'S MOM Of 22222SENTATIVES
'APPROVES PEACE DECLARATION WITH
SOVIET, RESTORING NORMAL RILATICNS

MOSCOW'S PRAVOA-ACCI&ES U. S.
Of ATTEMPTNG TO SET MIKES%
IRAQ, OTSEI, BRITAIN ANO
FRANCE ACA.NST SYRIA

- --WILLING
FOB U. $ 1000PS 10 514,4
CONTROL
NATO
OUTSIDE
IF

3

C A,tl A

INDIA SIGNS PACT
POR SOVIET TO HUNT
OIL IN THE PUNJAB

DA

-

A.

PARIS AIRLINER
CRASH KILLS 24

UN EMBARGO; P1050VIII
ARMY CLIQUE IS IN CONTROL

ii FOREST FIRE
FIGHTERS BURN
TO DEATH IN
CAUPORNIA

AF'
SOUTH
'AMERICA
. ,

.4.

I
AUSTRALIA_

prject
eh would
sure on ai
steel IP

CARACAS PLANE
CRASH KILLS 23

CHUC

MAO, FEARING SOVIET,
SQUEEZE, ASKS U. S.
FOR ANTI-AIRCRAFT GUNS
AND PLANES, CRACKS
DOWN ON SUBVERSIVES
—
JORDAN LEEKS TO END '1 U. S. WARNS THAT ANY THREAT
I TO INDEPENDENCE OF BAGHDAD
1941I MIINARY mart
PACT NATIONS IIP4 BLIWI
WITH BRITAIN, ANOTHER 1,1
I "WOULD BE VIEWED . -WITH
BLOW TO BRITISH
.
THE UTMOST GRAVITY''
IN THE MLDOLE EAST
--

1

OLYMPICS IN FINAL
WEEK, INC IS DEC. III

WORLD WEEK
192

o,

• I. No.k.

1

BRITISH SAY ANGLO-FRENCH FORCES
WILL SE OUT Of SUEZ "IN TWO OR
THREE WEEKS," BUT EGYPT CLAIMS
FORCES ARE BEING BUILT UP AND
ACCUSES "ENEMY" OF STRAFING

Now at Kroger you can buy beef

L

.-

on that land under an arrangement with the renter, that's most
likely "material participation." In
that case, the money you realize
from the transaction would not
be rental income but farm income. It would count toward
survivors insurance
come from his farm was regard- old-age and
protection for you and r.ur
ed simply as a landowner, not
'family.
a self-employed farmer.
In many cases, income of this
If you have a definite artype still does not count toward rangement with the user wheresocial security. If you simply by you regularly advise and
collect rent for the land, that's consult with him on the prostill rental from real estate. ductioti of the crop or livestock,
Under the 1956 amendments to regularly inspect the operation,
the law, however, the cash or
crop shares a farm owner receives from a tenant or- sharefarmer is rearded as farm income which will be credited to
his social security account- if he
Now that the big quadrennial
"materially participates" in the
management or prothiction of show is over it is well to look
back at some of the true facts
the farm commodities.
about agriculture. While condiLet's say you own some farm lions on the farm may not be
land, or hold farm properly as bad as sometimes pictured
under lease, and in turn rent they are worse than the nonit to someone else. If you simply farm 'population is often led, to
collect rent for the land, that's believe. The main thing that
still rental from real estate. worries the farmer now is how
Don't report it as self-employ- to adjust the rising cost a
ment farm income for social' production to declining income.
security purposes. On the other Typical examples are these:
hand, if you let out the land
Production costs. For each $100
to a share-farmer, but still take
an important part in the growing paid for taxes in 1947 the farmer
of the crop or the management now pays $165; for every $100
of the production of the crop paid in 1947 for interest on

By CHARLES M. WHITAKER
Manager of the Paducah
Social Security Office

If yu're a farmer, „chances
are that changes in social security which became law this
year affect you and your family.
This is so whether yjni own a
farm, rent a farm, or do 'farm
work for someone else. Today,
want to discuss a provision in
the amended law which affects
many persons who have farm
propertya---either as owners or
lessees.
Since 1954, earnings from selfemployment as a farmer have
counted toward old-age and survivors insurance. The new law
doesn't change that. Under the
old law, however, you did not
tet social security credit for
cash or crop „shares you received as rent for your land.
Income from farm land which
was let out to someone else,
even if on a share-farming basis,
was regarded as rentals from
real estate and did not count
toward social security. The 'mats
who had only this kind of in-

'

because it is the only
margarine that combines
the smoothness and flavor
of cream with the economy
end nutrition of line vegetable oils

s

Made from choice vegetabie 015 iiEricd nut faI•f•ce rr1, win.% and enriched with 15,000 units of Vitaroll

0

Have you tried

SUNFLOWER
Corn Meal MIX?

•

of

real

estate debts he paid $177
in 1955; and for each $100 owed
on short term debts then he
now :owes $226, on which he
pays higher interest rates. His
total interest payments on all
debts is expected to reach $1
billion by January 1947. For
each $100 needed for living and
operating in 1947 he now needs
$115. Of all the things that
farmers have to buy only those
prodaced on the farm, such as
seed, feed and livestock, have
declined in prices, Amp,* manufactured items bought, only fertilizer prices have kept in line
with farm prices. Machinery
costs are up 40 per cent. Since
1947 the farmer's total production expense increased from $16.8
billion to $21.6 billion.
•
Farm income. During the same
period, receipts from farm marketing dropped almost a billion
dollars, cutting the amoun farmers had to spend for non-operertional purposes from $13.2 bil,lion to $7.6 billion, or almost
half. The parity ratio of prices
received by farmers compared
to prices paid by farmers dropped 2 points since last year and
now stands at 82 per cent.

Farm Facts]

More than any other margarine.
BLANTON CREAM° is preferable
to highest priced spteads...,

111

and have a hand in the management, this would be a strong
indication that you "materially
participate." Moreover, if in addition you also' furnish the renter with tools, livestock and farm
equipment, . or finance any of
these, this would be further
evidence of "material participation" on your part.
This change in the law will
a/ford protection under old-age
and c•rvivors insurance. to an
estimated,400,000 additional farmers. It is effective beginning
with taxable years ending in
1956 or later.

OLD-T1/13 FLAVOR in light, light cornbread!
This is the wonderful Mix made from white corn
meal of highest quality and milled by Sunflour. To
give feathery lightness, a special blend of baking
powder has been added, with just enough salt to
season. It i so
carefully measured
and mixed that you
get extra light, extra
loot fiti4
tasty cornbread
RECIPE
every time!

t

A

Even with agriculture in this
plight many non-farm people
still think that farming is a highly subsidized, inefficient business.
Had the same conditions existed
in any other major segment of
our economy the capitol woukl
be over-run with lobbyists and
pressure groups.
Off the farm they go. Because
of the unfavorable conditions in
aiSriculture there was a net
movement of 125,000 people away
from Kentucky farms between
1950 and 1954. This migration
is desirable from the standpoint
of agriculture but is detrimented
to the state unless gainful employment can be found in Kentucky for those who are being
forced off the farm. Small country towns without industrial payrolls are already feeling the
effect ,of declining population.
It is for that reaSon -that industrial education irt3d development is so important to all of us
in Kentucky.

CHICAGO afi —Modern X-ray
techniques have disclosed a fraud
perpetrated in 300 B. C. by an
Egyptian undertaker. An exhibit
at the annual meeting of the Radioligical Society of North America showed the undertaker, commissioned to mummify a pet baby
crocodile, stuffed .the mummy
•
case with a cloth dummy.

A!so available plain

FREE
COUPONS

To 2 cups SUNFLOWER Cern
Meal Mix. add .1!: cups sweet milker fresh buttermilk, 1 or 2 eggs
beaten slightly, 2 tablespoons
melted fat. Mix well. Bake in
hot greased cornstick or mufftn
molds about 15 minutes at 425450.

ORIGINAL
ROGERS
SILVERPLATE

Murray Wholesale
Grocery Company

Fresh Lean

s' •

GROUND

39c

7.4

PREVEW

THE DESTRUCTIVE TERMITE

Sugar Cured

Top Quality

Kwick Krispy - Thick Slice

SLICED BACON ,.,.t.

L•.f• I* T•./.:

•

39c

Kelley's Peet
Control

PORK SAUSAGE,,

2 lb. pkg. 89c

FOOTBALL HAMS .:...

3 lbs. $1'

Young Tender

lb. 79c

Dressed

BEEF LIVER

5 lb. box 89c

WHITING

lb. 45c

Just zip the peel for a real

NOERINE
NOW! A Complete Variety of

taste

treet Plump,

j u i c7

beauties refreshingly sweet.

2 Doz. 49c

Nuts-in-the-Shell
For Nut Bowls - Holiday Cookies
Candies and Cake!

.11
• TI

SMART SANTAS PREFER KROGER
CHRISTMAS CANDIES!
140. bag

.W=ltZr:WArr`gWAZ
J"ST ARRIVED!

HOLIDAY

MIX „g„,

•t• urg..J..:•1

Assorted

Christmas Trees
Good assortment of fresh, beautiful full
bough evergreens. Buy now while the g
selection is big.

29c

13-oz. bag

CREAM TOYS I.:..

• ••••1•1•A• w•-_-•1

Pt4Eilled - Assorted

29c

14-oz. jar

HARD CANDIES

-.,..r.x•,. I*

39C

v
i
N
2
c
.
.
CHES 5 sl

YOUR CHOICE! Avondale halves or sliced and Greer

Spotlight

halves Freestone Peaches.

INSTANT COFFEE ,...,

Heifetz Hamburger

SALTED PEANUTS

DILL SLICES „

...

3 qt. jar $1

$1.49

SWEET PICKLES „,..
Good Quality - Creamy Corn

GREEN BEANS
TOMATOES

Embassy Strawberry

qt. jar 43c

20-oz. jar
49c
--F.y.1
.71
•1•••••solrol•3

Tastes Better - Toasts Beiter

• 2 cans 25c

20-ox. loaves

Kroger Snack Cracker

ZIP CRACKERS „„...

Chief Brand

MARGARINE „ .„„ .„.,....., 2 lbs. 39c

. lb. 33c

Sunshine

KRISPY CRACKERS ,...-...

All Purpose

•,• • •i qt. nc

Semi-Sweet

6-oz. pkg.

NESTLE'S MORSELS

TZO.,..••
••;K---

I N•
I

cans

, 6 cans 79c

!
V.

World's Largest
Toy Filled

CHRISTMAS
STOCKING
Giant 8-ft. High

$50.00 WORTH OF TOYS
Only children under 12
years of age accompanied

see HIGHIAY PATROL
THURSDAY — KFVS-TV

lb 29c

..•-•-LL"';'....,T,12`...'. t....'-:.-. -yv'-z...t;."-.15::5475f ie..-St45:43ttFASafdl:S57..-3VEZUza

)
f: W

25c
6-oz.

ORANGE JUICE

49C

KROGER BREAD .. ..„.. 2 loaves 39c

303 cans

KRAFT OIL

29c

Twin Pack Golden

POUND CAKE

303 cans

3 cans 35c
.•• •

8-oz, pkg.
•L•24.1• '...x4,24. • _• r.„

PRESERVES

Lois Rae

•

8-oz. jar

Embassy Spanish

rwt

parents may

register.

tl NOTHING TO BUY

TUNA ihcan2,9c
Lay's Twin Pack

I -ox. pkg.

POTATO CHIPS

„ 69c

Sealtesti

ICE CREAM

Ft1

11:>. 25

Hy Grade

Armour Star. Roll

STA RKIST

--Licensed and Insured—
Sam Kelley
Phone ‘141

E3.71•1t•X• 1•11•101ECT.:

RING BOLOGNA

10:00 p.m.

TERMITES

-

SMOKED JOWLS

. 3541,

geziKozel* gzolziso

starring BRODERICK CRAWFORD
FREE INSPECTION

BEEF STEAK ..... lb. 69c

By The Piece

LARGE': BCLC'ZN

FineQuak
lb. s ty

Round - Club or Sirloin Thrifty

4

Good Quality' Frozen
ERADICATE

45

t,..

Good Quality - Peas

-X-RAY REVEALS FRAUD

printed on the bog

110

Lb.

prices!

Fine,
Quality
Lb.

39c

'Beef

.-,...chease from 2. grades -4.- two

Changes Noted In Social
Security Law By Whitaker
•

nit

"Thrifty"

to It your palate and your purse

of

.Ay 170,)0 fields.

LES`,

OILY

I

'N

IP

1-4tNer

For Wonderful
ChristMas Gifts!
FIUY THE BEEF YOU WANT

' UNITE2fP
SOVIET ARMS REPORTED BEING
STATES
SENT TO SYRIA IN SPITE OF

;AC

own
111515
hree
niers
iged.

Top Value
Stamps

„

•It•

*a,

vrvE

SAVE

ICELAND REPORTED

4

*

i'AGB
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.

/
2-Gal. 79c

ENTER NOW
SNITA oFrEt41

Drawing
Sat., Dec.22
You need not be present
to vein,

tl

•-••••••••••

1
•••

41,

-k‘

p.

•

a• •

••••

r

—.—trakaa

-^aalikaau.•

•••••••••••rAillifterr

tmettlare•emeameaseanaele
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VIP II:D(1TR

with NBC-T\'. ..C.meety Haws," As Oncost
711
1•
5
Wai WS •-:
You also •mal have seen Winters
on the TV programs of Garry 1111
Mo.tre. Jack Paar and Steire
Allen.
Rea I Life Character
The staples . of his offhaat.
humor as such things as the
travails a space mere human
torpedoes or Boy Scouts bent
on carving the Great Pyramid.
By WILLIAM EWALD
Be assumes a variety of voices
United Press Staff Correspondent and is adept at dozens of wacky
NEW YORK V — Jonathan sound effects.
Winters, alias Elwood P. Suggias
"You know, before my face
• alias Willis'Mumford alias B B. became fairly well known, "I
.Bindlestiff alias Grandma Frick- used to like to play my charactert is convinced it pass le'be era in real life." -said Winters.
sick.
"I'd go into a place like the
So Easy To Use.
Not the old-tangled sick. but Yale Club and pretend I was
the '
- new-fashioned sick. sick. Willis Milmford from the BlackSo Delicious To Drink!
sick.
'foot Institute ot Technology. Boy.
"I tell you, I'm even writing .ou should have seen those Ivy
an article on it. I'll call it — 'It Leaguers back off.
6-0z. Jar$1.39
-Or. on a plane when I wanted
Pay To Be Sick," said Winters
chummily.
the
.
to read. I would turn to
"There's something about an passenger beside. ine and say— !ta
old lady falling downstairs that :.I'm Willis Mtunford and I got
e • on at Los Angeles and I'm i i MIRACLE WHIP
breaks up people every ti
--m-.
You figure it. I can't. .But the going to LaGuardia Airport and,
macabre in humor really appeals I will then go to happy • 'Dale .w
to people."
Sanitarium.' The other guy:
Winters. a Product of DaYton. vcoild look at me kind of R
Ohio, is currently jockeying his strangely and shut up for the 1
cwn 15-minute evening entry on rest of the trip."
the show after serving a stretch
Winters, a master of the lal
squelch, -reports .that the sick RE
appruach can le used to advantagt in all sceeS of social
situations.
-You get into a cab or a
• barber chair and you're., in,. a
hurry. all you got to do Is talk
• a little about the bomb." .said
Win/erS. .:„.Y.41 look kind of
' pleased and chuckle--hoi-rible
- thing about that bomb. It was
, in a box •tf chocolatee. I understand.' la e fatincl I get very goad
service iha• way
-Or go :rite a bar and order
two martin.s at once ior yourrtender and ae
• • • • set. weak at the
e-iesper sera cc,rtidentially —
a big -tipper, you know.' R
akiy ever save that to a barter.ier. It mystifies him. You it
veue quick service and it Lit.
matter whether you tip
•
•,- atuch at all.Best tkng .of all aboui the
.
1
sick approach is that it keeps k
Winters healthy. -It's a real El
OM OF the 74 Hungarian refugees who came to Milwaukee i challenge to stay a- comic or it
from Austria weeps at services
even stay in this business." he 1
In a Hungarian Catholic church
said, "So many have a hidden ;
countryfor his less fortunate
I desire to nail a comic to the!
v,
„-aa always of you,
men in Soviet-torn Hungary.

Pa's To Be
Sick Claims
TV Emcee

TIMF.S — MT'RRAY, KENTUCKY
:
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Efriteattafeailaaix

411

•

tam Wawa _

az:lien(fealeareermatelie MP*

flat Sire

gootemit•

ire% NY tea tea

VIS -

Oa

eglai

••
.

INSTANT

MAXWELL
HOUSE

COFFEE"

SALAD DRESSING

•••••...

KING NUT,MARGARINE - - - lb. 19
It -CLOVERLEAF DRY MILK 13-oz 29c

EGG NOG

.

PART OF UPCOMING DIVORCE

ALL

U.S. GOV'T GRADED AA

ROUND
STEAK
50c
PICNIC HAMS

k

0

49c

QT

SMOKED SHORT SHANK — 4

QUART

1 Lb CuP

CHOICE

Qt.
65c

SIZES

itiiiiier

Fl‘vorkist Chccolate Chip

h 41cf
Cookies 2,

DECORATIONS

••••••••••••••

COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF

• CHRISTMAS CANDIES • NUTS
• FRUITS
• FRUIT CAKES
• FRUIT CAKE INGREDIENTS

INK
GRAPEFRUIT

p.

gyc

.,•
A real old-fashioned hoe-down

• •

5

TOMATO

21c

CATSUP

46-oz.

14-oz.

2 FOR

COOKIES

1 la reps sifted allPir•••• flour
1 1•1 teaspoons Clabber
Girl Baking Powder,
'
t't teaspoon salt

1;i atipoons ground ginger
3a- cup sugar
1: cup 41,0,
e-ening
cup molasses
1 egg. beaten

Sift together flour Baking Powder, salt,
ginger.
and sugar into a mixing bowL - Cut in shortening
until mixture is fine Aed molasses and egg.
mix
until well blended. Roll out to 4
3-inch-ttucluvess on
lightly floured board Cut into squares or
rectangles Place on ungreared cooky sheet. Rake an a
350 F (tnoderatet oven about 8 to 10 minutes.
Cool. Decorate to simulate Christmas cards.

Strawberries 2i49c
Chicken Pies 249c
1 Orange Juice 2i49..c
I
I

35c

39c

VAN CAMP CHILI No,300 29'
STOKELY APPLE SAUCE 100, qc

BLUE STAR — 8-oz.

ADAMS — 8-oz.• ,

11

nsf

No. 300
can

STOKELY

COMPLETE LINE

Yield. 3 dozen cookies

ba

PORK & BEANS f:1 ,7 29c

YELLOW ONIONS
3 lbs. 19c

DIXIANA — 10.oz.

Of

300 2 FOR

VAN CAMP

ea

•

CHRISTMAS CARD

Pa'

•
•••••
0•••••••e••

IYIRVIRRItibt

N

lb

FRYERS
29t
PORK
FRESH
BRAINS
191
-BFOR
HENS 351

tISOLA%!NSroscszt_-.1.YeZi.11:2C

THIS IS PART of an agreement pending a divorce in Los Angeles,
but from the smiles of Jean and Ante Lamb as she hands over
their pet Chihuahua Diablo to him, you'd never guess It, She was
awarded custody of Diablo. but he gets Diablo on weekends until
•
International Soundphotol
the divorce comes up in court.

LB. AVERAGE — NO CHARGE FOR SLICING

SWEBT SUE GRADE "A" WHOLE

CHISTMAS TREES

•

to 8

FRUIT COCKTAIL '''cf 27c
STOKELY ASPARAGUS No 300 `Inc
VAN CAMP TAMALES 'car 25c

STOKELY,

CORN

17C •
No. 300
can

+teem.••

acusset
GIRL

Remembet it's the Rea orareeft•
Ras
yovr homiebeked Nape
test make Rags tate Rata
stay Rea lave

ARKE

1.

CLABBER GIRL
Crearomeed bv*.k
.
Gad Reesekeep,my

NOW EXCLUSIVELY KNOWN- As
THE EISIUMIS
WITH THE

•

rowotst
eaLesue,ao DOUBLE ecTises

1-ILIt_tvitat54 AtilomPaeor. eerrrer
HAIITE.1111K0

• LOTS OF PARKING SPACE
O..1St

ISX _

sootes_z,uwart•

1.4al

_

'Sal LSISOL lkag

Sag

MRSMS3•Q

ASi

Food
Market

• Friendly Courteous Service

=ZiICASA P.-, mtistafitAgimivessia MAR AIRIC

••

• Phone 1061
XX;WM:SEIM WSWSMR wi

J

•
0.10•0•110.11

•

•

•
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Six Rules Given col.,_4)toppint,o.
Safely On Snow And Ice,

Fot4 RFN/

wear&

-2 BEDROOM downstairs apartmeat. .1-1alf -block frogs college
cam*. GIs heat. Call 711114i-3
after 4:30.
D6C
Sc per word for one day, minimum of 11 word, for ille

FOR SALP
r

'I

G.
AUTOMATIC Roaster over
with cabinet, $20.00. Call 1143.

75 WHITE LEGHORN pullets &
two year old hens.' H.
-.Crouse, phone 949-R-4.
D7P

as

ONE PAIR Chinchtlas. Healthy,

312 years old. Cage
$20. Phone 1277-M

included.
D7C

lie per weill fee Mires day*. Classified ads are payable In advance.

1956 PONTIAC, four •oor hard 'Shoemaker, It. 2, Hazel, Ky., or
top
Demonstrator All power. I caU IcIlewood 6-3287.
D7C
Save $1,000. Mein Street Motors
D8C IDIL HEATER with electric blow'er. Good condition. See at 217
ENGLISH Tweed boys topcoat'South 12th.
N6P
and cap, like new. Call Mrs.
CEATERS
AT
Wholesale:
Quaker
Baxter Bilbrey, 41 or 886.
DOC
50,000 BTU, reg. $79.95, n 0 w
$59.95, Quaker 35,000 BTU, reg.
PLAY PEN, baby carriage. Ex- $69.95, now $49.95, Quaker 55,cellent condition. Phone 1622-J. 000 BTU, reg. $142.50, now
D6P $114.95, Norge 55,000 BTU, reg.
$139.95, now $99.95. N. B. Ellis
D8C
NOTICE, I'll be killing my last Co., East Main. Phone 575

calf for this season next 4 week.
SETTER BIRD DOG Pups. Eight It will be extra good beef. If
weeks old, weaned. Good stock. interested in a small or large
Call ID 6-3443.
N6P amount of beef notify me. George
•
Answer to Yierfay'S Puzzle

'ROSSWORD PUZZLE
Ze-Brasilian

ACROSS

estuary
111- Fit rni of

1-Expense

trapabooting
40-Thoroughfare
(abbr.)
41-1.WV•urs4.
43-Abatement
45-fsing knife
SS-Group of
310slem
.erlsolars
55.-Rebel angels
62-Thwarts
12.-A Mate (abbr.)
64-.FUse
1411-3I a rims
67--Seneeed
56.•LeAd measure
.65-Remain

3-Temporary
•helter
12-1.echtre
13- MIN siian
rootstock
14-Toaard the
sheltered side
16-CIty In Italy
17-(iem weight
(pl.)
75-Follow
25-small stool
71 -(to in
1
.3-131tade Ilpre
24-River HI/Italy
24-Souther st
0. Ind

00W 64

214-Leak through
41-Skill
$3-Bags •
915-Female deer

I.-Cavern
9-Parrot stove
3-Feeling

AMW da1100 6100
SOU :10!.101 U011
A30000 3M300U
0009
00151
2000000 TIORDR
ff2 OrnOW 00,0
HOU
Or40
LFIN
Orild013 214
AM00U1S
0000N
MONI
OILMI
2MS0014 13101442
000 NUlaUll•aa4
04W 4:404111 MOS
4-a•in4 three
iiicline

6-Simia n
1-61.2.453all loved
by Zeus

7-Isinglass
5-Singe
6-1;rtitied
10-Iwifilon
11-2suisance
1 9 * 10
6 7
, a •5 .4
16-Comitel1a1i001
the Whale
4
ni
16-Man's
02
Ate kna m•
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which each winter cause publis
confusion d u e to conflicting
claims, misinformation or just
plain wishful thinking - are
answered in a new rmearrh
report by the 'Nations' Safety

cr1oc:::.3 GAP TO MEE

Rupert E. Stivers

1 HEL
. WANTED_j

EXPERIENCED Mechanic.. Good
working conditions. Six paid
LOST: Blond cocker-spaniel dog holidays, weeks paid vacation.
strayed from home. Call 2055.
See Elmer Shplar at Main Street
D8C Motors,
D8C
•
L 0 S T: Two stuffed, wingback UNEXPECTED change makes
chairs, striped material, between available-good Rawleigh business
Midway and Hazel. Please call in Calloway County or City
Mrs. Thomas Jones, phone 1949. Murray. Splendid business securD8C ed in this district for 30 years.
Exceptional opportunity for right
man. See or write Oha Lee .Derrington, Symsonia, Ky., or write
Rawleigll's, Dept. Kyl-1090-201,

• THE

a

Freeport, Ill.

ITC

DISHWASHER wanted. Part or
full time. Plaza Bake Shop. D7C

Co.
Texas produced 1,058,720,000
barrels of crude oil in 1955.

White House Grocery
1608 W. Main
Introducing

THESE PHOTOS taken on the Austrian border show freedom
-seeking

Hungarian refugees making their way over a small makeshift
bridge,
spanning a canal at the Austrian-Hungarian border. The
refugees
were forced to use the small span after Communists blew
up the
structure which crossed canal near here. Top, a father
carries baby

on his shoulder to freedom. Center, man tea-dt way
cauTiitn03 as his
wife clings to him. Bottom, the last few feet to
shore are negotiated
on hands and knees by this man.(NBC-TV Photos
-International)
- -

Their

White

House

Special!

COFFEE
lb. 79c
Leading Brands of Coffee . . 1-1b. can 95c
A WIDE SELECTION OF CHRISTMAS GIFTS
Phone 926-W
Wilburn Farris, Owner

NANCY

y Ernie Bushmiller

HELLO,
BEAUTIFUL

HELLO,
BEAUTIFUL

V. 111.0.1) S. Co 05-Al
Ow. 19Sil I, Lb*/
Sys•414•••••

_

AMIE an' SLATS

I-1 DON'T GET IT- HOW CAN
THERE BE TWO CHARLIE DOWSES?
MAYBE-MAYBE CHARLIE HAS A
TWIN BROTHER-MAYBE
THAT'S IT:

by Ratburn Van Buren
I'M CHARLIE 00885 AND-AND I USED TO BESORT OF A VERY CLOSE FRIEND OF THE GIRL
YOU'RE GOING Ti, MAR
- SUE GROGGiNS;

YOU'D BETTERCOME INSIDE,
CHARLIE- OR
WHOEVER YOU
ARE. MAYBt YOU
TWO CHARLIES
CAN FIGURE IT
OUT BETWEEN
YOU:

LIE.' ABNER

by Al Capp

,154.3-r,A$4 PREFERS'EM
CAI ntl- SNOOZE-ON ACCOUNT
0'TH'HAPPY BLEATIN'0'
THEM SWEET LI'L LAMBS!!
AH LOVLS LI'L LAMDS---

DA1D THINGS IS 5P.4aiUCH
LESS NOISY THAN LIVE
THINGS!!-?'7 -WIUT'S
TH ET?-IT'S TH' LAMBSES
A-C
114 - -

AJP-0-iffTHIS'LL QUIET
'EM DOwN.
17-

L °

MOTHERS.

vr

(6
,
-•

•
VM 5r *wood F••••••

••

•
--•,..-•••••••••••••••••....•

1
•

the Inside of windows Iran, las-,
dint
- 4. Get ths "fesl" of the road.
Try your brakes ocer.sionally
while driving slowly and away
from traffic to find out if the
road is slIPPerY. Tbelke•YoU Caa
adjust speed to road and weather
conditions.
6. Follow at a safe distend*.
Keep well back of the vehicle
ahead so that you will have
plenty of room to stop. Without
tire chains' it takes three to
twelve time.: as far to stop on
snow and ice as it does on dry
pavement. You may find it hard
to explain why you couldn't
stop when the ether fellow did.
6. Pump your brakes. The best
technique for stopping quickly
on snow or ice while maintaining
full control of your car is a ,
fast up-and-down pumping of
yintr -larabeariamming and "freezing- en. your brakes is almost
certain to luck your wheels.
. his is likely to throw your car
into an uncontrollable and dangvrc.is skid.

Latitled "Quit Your Skiddin',"
the report is based on actual
teals and studies by- the Council's
rcnimittee on Winter Driving
These questions - end others Hazar.'.; - a group of 32 experts
embracing a!: telds of traffic
and a'Utomotive sete.y. Their
- chief objective is to re luce the
.higher-than-average death arid
ace:dent rates which prevail dor ing the winter months. The r
second objecni e is to re,locc
the numerous traffic tieuto and
costly delays due to rlinpery
surfaces and impaired
Professors afph A! Moyer, Unilees Nearly Swear Off
versity of 'California, sod A. H.
Easton, University of Wisconsin,
are co-chrirmen of the Committee.
HALIF .X. Eng JP, -Drinkers
Mei- findings include the fol- in a local bar welt. ready to
lowing recommendations, quoted swear off the stuff We- life when
from the new report as follows: they saw an elephant, and not
a
Six Rules
pink one, try tos enter the pub.
1. It's up to •You. Vou know But the elephant was real and
that driving conditions are less had come to the watering hole
favorable during the winter. It's for the same reason they hadup to you to winterize your ale. Said her Belgian-both
owner,
ear, to winterize your driving Albert Kean: "She has to
have
and to winterize her regvi ir gallon-it keeps her
your determination to avoid ac- happy."
cidents.
IL Have 'Good tires - use tire
Babe Ruth hit hi..4 first home
chains. Whether you use regular
run in professional baseball duror snow tires, make certain that
ing a game in Fayetteville, N.C.,
the tread has not been worn
he March, 1914
official marksmooth. Use reinforced tire chains
er
.ti• the event.
fox deep snow, hard packed
snow, or ice. Chains cut stop ie.,
distances about half, and give
from four to seven time. more
traction than do regular tires.
But
with regular tires or
Chiropodist - Foot Specialist
siva *tires, or even with greater
help of tire-Chains, slower than- announces that his office will
be
normal speeds are a must op
snow and • ice.
CLOSED THURSDAYS
3. Keep windshield and Winexcept by appointment
dows cisaroi Be sure that your
beginning Nov. 1st,
wiper blades, heater, and deProfessional Bldg.
froster are operating properly.
Clean snow and ice from the
204 So, 5th St.
Ph, 225
windshield and from all windows
Murray, Ky.
of your car. Ventilate .to keep

TLOST & FOUND

CHAPTER 21
Casson parried the question.
the ha,ndles on the twin drawers
THE next evening Casson e•as I
-Don't you?" he asked in his were original. On the sc.a-tabla
stood a set of six Bristol glass
1 in the Shepley Arms before turn.
Perry got there and, as soon as
"Yes," Perry answered. "Yea, goblets of a cold, dark, menacPerry entered, he acted.
1 do think that you are right. A ing blue. Either side of the table,
He waved at Perry and insisted person should be clear-minded against the wall, was a mahogon buying him a pint
about it: what I myself would any shield-hick chair - almost
certainly Hepplewhite.. It was
"Let's go and sit down," he call skillfully selfish."
clear that Perry bought well,
said. "I've got some things to
told
Casson
Film
of
his
stories
you."
interest
They'll
though whether it was by luck
show you.
He sat down and carefully opened rich collector friends, most of or good Judgment Casson could
the Oat paper package which he them invented, and Perry's in- not yet tell.
terest warmed again. Casson finThe rug beneath his feet was
was carrying.
"They're engravings of scenes ished his second pint and put blue-and-gold, threaded through
bang
his
with
on
tankard
down
a
with a motif of gleaming purple,
In the Peninsular War. Brutal,
and it looked good, very good.
but wonderfully drawn. The gro- the table.
chaser
with
a
"Have
me,"
he Casson wished he knew something
tesque in art! Look at this."
Perry glanced at the print with- suggested. "I always do when about carpets since he dearly
I'm
town."
dining
shook
Perry
in
wanted to know what it cost_ He
out interest and started to drink
his head.
estimated the value of the anhis beer.
"I never touch spirits," he said. tiques in the room at about four
Casson had also brought some
of his architeLtiitai photographs, "No, thank you. I really must be hundred pounds: perhaps more if
you included the rug. And bought
and these interested Perry more. going home."
"One for the road," Casson in- over several years. Which meant
Casson led the conversation round
that Perry, to pay his rent and
to the influence of Greek and sisted.
Reluctantly Perry accepted. daily bills as well, would need
Roman originals on English archCasson
had
and
a
whisky
bought
about seven hundred a year. More
itecture and Petry became almost
apimated. even confessing his de- Perry a large Amontillado. Perry of course, if he were saving up
to
very
sip
tried
his
slowly,
but
Rome
which
visit
a
desire
for
his ultimate retirement from
se to
ti6 might have fulfilled, he said, Casson forced the pace, and wnen crime.
They chatted for some time,
if only he spoke a foreign Ian- they left the pub together Perry
was walking with deliberation.
mainly about furniture. Then
guagc.
"You seem to know a lot about Perry asked a question which
He recovered himself from
this admission ot failure by shift• works of art," said Casson as startled Casson.
"1 slipcase you go a lot to Cluba
ing hurriedly to an explanation they moved off up the road,
of his view that specialized "Have you done any collecting?" In London?"
have,"
"I
he
replied.
consequence
"As
a
knowledge was of no
"Oh. yes," Cassor replied, wonsince the connoisseur-by a frac- matter of fact I have got quite dering what the devil Ic wa •
tion he mispronounced the word a nice collection. Would you care driving at. "Quite a lot."
hat- was to see It?"
"And I suppose most of the
-knew instinctively
"It you're not too busy," said members have furniture like
right and what was wrong. He
bothered
with Casson casually.
never
himself
this?" Perry continued, looking
On the step Perry fumbled for round the room.
specialized learning. Canon
a moment with his latch-key, then
"Some do," he said. -But not
agreed heartily,
"Furthermore," said Casson, opened the door. let Casson in, all of them appreciate thes.,
the
ahut
bolted
and
door
after
j
things, you know."
smiling to himself at his own
•
"I suppose most of them are
hypocrisy, "specialization Is ad- -him. On the walls as they went
asked. Casson
tually dangerous. You will of up the stairs, Casson noticed two rich?" Perry
course remember what Clive Bell engravings, one of Blenheim, one thought he saw daylight and his
of Matte Howard. They came on heart
hammered. 'Perry
wrote?"
wag
Perry made an inconclusive mo- to a small landing at the end of sounding him out, intending to
the firstilight. Perry went ahead use him as a pointer who would
tion of his head,
scent and indicate the rich pre;
"He wrote that fine states of into the living-room.
"Wait a minute," Perry called In the Clubs.
nind -that's to say, exquisitely
going
out.
up."
"I'm
to
light
feeling
states
of
"I know quite a number of •-ieb.
ind fully vivid
There was the rasp and dare ones," Casson replied. "They're
-are the aim of civilized desire.
Cession
match.
of
miiST"
a
you
be
waited,
then
an
odd lot, very eccentric in
peerso,
that's
It
quite ruthless in your pursuit of ing up to the second storey, try. many ways; they would inter-:.
ing to see the shape of the house you."
those fine states. You agree?"
"Yes. They would." Perry sat
Perry not only agreed but above them in the darkness.
The living-room began to glow In thought, then appeared to be
leaped upon the theory with some
getting drowsy. Casson ILise
fervour. But, as he launched into with the light of candles.
"Come in," Perry called. Cas- his feet and stretched.
disquisition, Casson
Ins own
looked
went
In.
son
"1 really must be off," he said.
and
drained his tankard
The mantelpiece was such as "I've got some more writing to
pointedly at its emptiness. Perry
hesitated, then rose to his feet, you would expect to find in any do. Thanks for the interesting
"I should wish to buy a drink," house along that street but on it evening."
were two silver Georgian candlePerry saw him out and Casson
he said,
heard the bolt click after him.
"That's decent of you," Casson sticks. Quite good ones.
The fireplace was framed by He strolled across the street,
replied. •
He brought two pints back to two high-backed wing armchairs. humming. Life was the chase and
Definitely Qurn Anne_ Against life was good.
their table.
"You think that dile- must real- the wall op¢bsite the fireplace
was
those
a Sheraton sofa-table. • GaeWhat started Perry on his
winning
in
ruthless
ly be
life of crime ° Don't mien
ex^rnine It. ad.
s'-osa of mind you ieere tatking l:on wear.
mired Its polish, and wets:tired if j Chapter 'Z2 here tomorrow.
about?" he asked eagerly.
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Ceramics can refer to anyFOR CHRISTMAS swing Record thing made from fire earth,
players, all prices. Chucles Music including glass windowpanes,
Center.
D7C bathroom fixtures, wall and pipe
tile, enamel on copper, china
FOR LEASE: Service station and dinnerware and porcelain.
restaurant on U.S. Hwy. 641, nine
miles south of Murray, Ky. Reasonable rent. Equipment furnished. Call Murray 838 for details.
TFC

PAIR GIRL'S Shoe Skates, size
CLEATING, HOLDAY Special.
8. Almost new. Call V'2-W-3,
We clitah ruigs, upholstery, paint'
IT ed %Ws,.
Wall paper, floors
1955 PONTIAC, four door, ratiio cleaned and polished. Call Jesse
and heater and white - walls. 14,- L. Tucker, 1111 W. Main Street,
000 miles. $1.595., Main Street Phone 1936-W. Business 4th &
Sycamore, phone 25.
Specialty
Motors.
,
Wall & Deterger Co
J2C
•
WE HAVE some nice business
'
. riSeiiine, repopportunities to offer if iv* kire SINGER SEWING
interested in a Vaal 'husipese in resentative in Murray. For *sr
service, repair contact Henry
or near Niamey., Perpe 1--,
Trent, 408 S. 6th. Phone 1650.
see Us. Pt Mee.
TFC
A L.Scl NICcE' incopne .priNtity.
Large 12 ,roacti_ house less than REAL COOL!
6 Elvis Presley,
one` block ,from college, oirsoMis. 4 speed
record, players with alOne three room apartment teed bum,'only
42.95. Chuck's Music
one font. ,rtidoa , apkilnifo'"
s 4d Center.
'"
D7C
5 bedrooms,' 2: full bath,
S.,
closet spice, full basement with LOOK, • Weather - -.faster Alum
stoker furnace. Can fthaitc 'I
v:ir.dow and doer shade-screen
5 ROOM HOUSE ten geldot or Alum screen. No down paywith garage' ipartrnt.
fnent, 36 months to pay. Call
location
Baupum Real. s34te anytime. 18th at Main. Home'
Agency, office phone''AL'
Comfort Co, Phone 1303.
DIOC
Roberts 107
r'ir..4.Br

MOLE
By W11.LiAMpermission
of the book's publisher, Dodd. Mead

We. Reprinted by
Pistributed by Ring Features Syndicate.

NOTICE

tatICAGO - Whut's the lowdown on traction and stopping
ability on snow and ice? Should
motorisU in snow -ice erected
states throw away their ti.e
chains - and rely on snow
-What are the relI,5 e techn oues
for dri• trig • afely th-our.i the
more dangerous winter
'head'

ELECTRIC RANGE, washer, knee PERFECT FOR Christmas: Just
hole desk, couch, cherry coffee received, large shipment records,
table and rummage. Mrs. J. Matt all kinds. Chucks Music Center.
Sparkman, 112 N. 14th.
D8P
D7C

2•-frwen

,c
plb

I

GARAGE Apartrt .•nt furnished,
titivate entrance, oat% etc., at 300
Woodiawn. Also nice sleeping
rooms. Phone 1057-W.
D81)

„

1.

res.rj
lei

1-1AIN'T GOT t4arl-tiN'AGIN
MOTHERS-JEST LIKES
'EM QUIET!?

I

•"%tat'''—`sit

,
•

. rAcr
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nature's (-oilers aboard , id Unless he got his knoo
"1
trom practice, he runs to Vol I \
men tt h., man the of tho Busanda Manual. Chapo
hat e a problem. Foods. 94. Para. 4117. dated 2 Aug
frui ts and i.egelables. 1958.
Jt•
•
participate and enjoy the beatiti11„•:1 .,.,ste as 'awash they had
It lists the normal stocking
sto
Itil event.
;list been plucked or • dug, art' requirements, including the cubic
Decorations for every Christ.eL.
b.ys
ineasurement of space for the '
mas occasion in every type home
NSt't sees that they get different fottis.
will be used. There will be oft
:•. cqat it takes doing
,
Storage SI Problem
room of handmade Christmai
But o hat the txmimissary of f:
Meats Frazen "Musts"
gift items suggested anr1 made
By HARMAN W. NICHOLS
By RUSSELL JONES
are among :he frozen eer is most concerned about
United Press Stan Corresp ttdert • e-,,_1;.• ".
bit •!
be
kept the storage .of frozen food. Sa • United Press Staff Correspondent by members of the two clubs
Mantels, tables, bedrooms, hall2.'11 until the are ready tt- the vessel is supposed to ot
WASHINGTON IP
TUKAJ Tokay), Hungary 4111 ways and the outside will feature
storm.
out
30
abinit
days.
How
Na\
:hem
te
might think there w‘,.;..ir
— More than 1,500 young Hunany deeppr'
41,
,(Ign
Ebe%
Just
came and other things that can cause } garian guerrilla's are battling the arrangements suitable hir every
home.
doubles
delay
So
th
•
Cfje'er
Iamb
or
lt.,g
cr
'he
Peeled With the Na y',
Russians in the forest along the
Refre;hments will be served
- salt h•4-se- da:,.s of the his order and then oorries aboui 'aslern frontier,
Lain Deepfreeze-, ,n
near
this
fawhat to do with the etras It
and there will be a silver tea
Navy are gone
Down there all you
•
mous
old
wine
town,
it
was
Holiday House is for all Murray
in tht
S• .Woitra s.ttp. the commisart.- :he ship makes the trip or I reported
do is dig a
today.
to enjoy, 0 club member said
k
iln
.ow how MU:711 stiedule
and put the
Sources
in
contact with the
According to the NSCY. that'i
The Junior and Senior Rose enc.
has. And he
guerrillas said must of the unGarden Club members h o pt
space to the best the part that makes the commisvanquished' freedom fighters are
But the Navy subsistemc•
everyone will attend Holidae
1-1. ,w doe: the corn- sary officer start to "tuck in.' students from
Sarospatak Colin
there
is
a
little
room
Maybe
bee's problems start long
r, rt.ss.-:ry
about stocking
House. Husbands and fathers are
the freeze box where he can lege in nearby Satoraljaujhely. cordially invited with women
the food ev er gets near
h • • • -.
The
school
was
founded
by
the
boneless
beef
'tuck
in"
some
ice-covered -continent. Ther, it
that's a
complicatand children.
some fish filet, a few hams, a Protestants and formerly spe- — - - — -------few slabs of bacon, in recesses cialized in the study of English.
Anglo-American history and si-i
here and there.
If any is left over it will get miler subjects.
used later on. Meanwhile nobody
Rebels iN•Il Armed
starves on the way.
The young Hungarians were
for the brave Hungarian people."
reported to have plenty of food.
Because of this ---aribIT-need
;mall arms and ammunition, and
two Russian 85-mm. anti-tank Calloway County has been asked
guns that they stole 'from their for $343. Any one desiring lc
crews after getting the Soviet make -a contribution for thb
purpose may bring or send your
gunners drunk.
remittance' to the Red 'Cross
The
guerrillas
have
scant
amfuture developments now that
Office, County Court House
hopes for assistance from the munition for =nil - tank Murray, Ky. It should be deid, but the
United Nations were killed bj , guns, the sou
knowledge that they have them signated for the Hungarian ap.he Budapest government.
peal.
Kadar's rejection of the proj- has been enough so far to deter
ected visit by U. N. Secretary- the Russians from attempting Phone Call Frightens
Stranger
General 'dag Hammarskjold couk: to conquer the wild, broken
be the final straw. The Hun- country.
SUNLAND, Calif. UP 7 Grant
They coptiol the countrYside
garians were pinning a I most
L. Gould was warned over the
so
completely,
the
sources
said,
their last hopes on him.
phone Monday. "you're about to
that the Russians travel only
Radio Announces Rejection
be robbed." A stranger soon apon
the
main
roads
—
and
only
The announcement broadcas•
peared at the door, told Gould
by radio Budapest made it clear during the day.
his car had broken down and'
The
story
of
the
guerrillas
in
to Hungarians how little theyasked to use the phone. "Sure,"
could expect from the puppet. the border forests was the most said Gould. "Funny
thing, but
detailed
adcount
of
continued
' regime.
I've just been warned that I'm
"Mr. Haminarskjold will not resistance to the Russians heard
about to be robbed." Gould told
visit Budapesi on Dec.
be- by western correspondents on a
policce the stranger turned pale
cause the date of the visit is 320-mile circle tour of northern
3Eachlnegua-arfned Israeli soldiers keep watch on border of Syria.
and fled.
not agreeable to the Hungarian and eastern Hungary.
la the batren distance H a WadtbOuse. a S)rian fortification.
Soviet Arms Seen
government," the official comSoviet roadblocks, backed up
rr.unique said. It did not say
ONLY PIE IN THE FACE
what date would be acceptable by tanks, armored cars, artillery
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla.
1 The still 'defiant temper of and machine guns made it irn-' UP - Police
wereshorrified Monthe people was reflected in the nossible to vOat the area where day when
they pulled Harold Deist
mood of the women Who parti- the guerriliss are said to be
nath from his overturned bakery
cipated in Wednesday's dem- operating/
There also have been reports truck. His face appeared to be a
onstrations outside the Unitec
mass of blood. Close rinspection
States and Bfitish. legations in of fighting in the hills near
Miskolc, but these also are un- revealed it was only cherry pie.
Budapest.
verified. Soviet patrols in the
-Out with Kdark! Out wi
the Russians! Down with
c Miskolc area were evidently on
traitors'. Where is Imr,-4lagy ithe alert, but there was no solid
they indication of large-scale fighting
exiled f:rtrer prernysr.
1 in the area.
screarned
The towns We visited on our
, tour — Mezoekoevesd. Miskolc,
-a
CARTHUSIAN MONASTERY
Tukaj, Nyiregyhaza, Debrecen
' CHARLEMONT. Mass. 4P! —
•
dozens of lesser communities
, The Order of Carthusian Monks. land
suffered little battle damage
—
;which owns 1:300 acres here
the Hungarian - revolt, but
a
and in •Whitirigham, Vt., will 'during
they presented ample evidence
erect the order's first monastery
feeling.
in the western hemisphere north of anti-Soviet
Israelis in a Jeep pass a UN observer car near Syrian border.
Russian monuments in' town
of .th^:Massachusetts - Vermont
MOUNTING TENSION over reports of Soviet 'err:Is—shipments to [border near here. There are now after town had been smashed
to bits, red stars had vanished
Syria brings thew pl:otos from the Middle East, Sylia's governtour Carthusian fathers and six ,
and Communist offices w ere
ment is controlled by a r•—soviet clic-2.
i Iittei
Lr ,ther,"- in the United States.
1,closed. Each town had its revolutionary council, in contact
1 with the national council in
:Budapest.
Soldiers Hate Reds
. Many of the Hungarian soldiers we encountered on the trip
were as anti-Russian as their
civilian compatriots.
At one roadblock in
jointly by Russians and Hungarians. we handed our identity
papers to a Soviet sentry. A
Hungarian soldier took them out
of his hand.
can't
"These stupid
understand those." he said blandly in Hungarian. "They can't
even read."
After eamiriing our papers.
the Hungarian waved us on,
but the Russian soldier still
stood in front' of the car — not
, trying to stop us, just standing
!there.
"Run over the stupid slob."
' the Hungarian said.
DENNIS RYAN, 86, Laurelton,
Long Island, N.Y., gets a helping
NO SMOKE
hand from Rockette Carol HarDAIWILLE, Va. iP — Pittbich, Newark, NJ., on his last
I cylvania County monshiners. who
day of work at New York's Radio
I have had trouble for years hidCity Music Hall. Ryan, who
ing their stills because of the
helped prepare the Music Hall
I ttell-lte smoking curling up from
stage for its opening in 1932, can
; the fire, 'have finally learned.
look back on a career of 64 years
'County officers stumbled on an
in show business that included
work with such luminaries as
1800-gallon still this fall operated
Pavlova, Buffalo Bill, Gertrude
!on bottled kitchen gas, which
Lawrence and Anna Held._
doesn't smoke as it burns.
_r

uerril1as
Hold Out In
Hy
ungar

Navy Has A
Problem Vith
"Deep Freeze

First ...

Murravan

ISRAELIS WATCH SYRIA

New Round.

AMMIMMI.111.11M11.1.1.11111.W
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LBS AND UP

Baking Chickens

.00

Each

U.S. GOV'T GRADED CHOICE

VEAL STEAK
SAUSAGE
DRY SALT JOWLS

68
c
25
lb. 19c
lb

PURE PORK

BULK

SHOL1Li c"

VEAI, ROAST
SLICED BACON
BACON SQUARE

lb. 38c
SLICED
DERI N ED

11b. pkg. 39c
35c
LB.

FRESHLY DRESSED

BAKING HENS 39Pb

Oldest Stagehand

i

UNSWEETENED

FLORIDA JUICY

RED ROBE 21 2 CAN

PINEAPPLE

Tangerines
_ Dozen _

PEACHES

39c

25c

JUICE
— No. 2 Can —

15c

I

. BUDAPEST SHATTERED IN FACE OF WINTER RIGORS

a

NOTICE
All Auto Dealers, both new and used, are
required to have Dealers' License before they
will be permitted to buy Dealer's Tags, for
1957.
To learn more about this, come to a meeting
at the Chamber of Commerce Building, 1202 S.
Virginia St., in Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
The time is 7:00 p.m. o'clock, Dec. 10. All
dealers should attend this meeting.

AERO

('Hahe.)
In Heavy Syrup

AUNT JEMIMA

SNOW FLAKES PANCAKE MIX
2-1b. box 38c
FOR DECORATIONS
85C

Can

SUNSWEET

2-Lb. Box

PRUNES
WAFERS

48c Cheer Vel 28c
39c FLOUR 2i22c

WASHING POWDER

Reg, Size

°R

NABISCO TRISCUIT

934-0z. Box

BRAZIL NUTS

OW'S GRAHAM

lb. bag 49c INSTANT SANKA

FRUIT CAKES
KRAFT'S

$1.09

100 Tosl 98
SWANSDOWN PLAIN

VELVEETA
2-1b. box 85c

FLOUR
fi%c

10-LB. BAG
WITH BOWL

So Convenient!

NOW!

TEXAS'
LEADING
BISCUIT
AVAILABLE HERE

GLADIOLA
R•id‘o"'" Biscuits

Same heavenly
111111

6.

111
e.

/PL4/
••••-:EPino

10c

3 for 29c

- So Delicious!

NEW
LABEL

3 lb. can

92c

CY M. WILLIAMSON, Sr.
Advisory Committee Member for the

tome idea of the desperate labors required to
THESE LATEST PHOTOS to corr.e--out of
get Budapest back In shape for the agora of winter/ Food and fuel are at a premium. Hardly a
(International)
iwwindow is left unbroken In the aftermath of the rebellion against Soviet rule.

SWAN N'S

First Congressional District
Advise me, all you dealers, that will attend,
so that a place will be reserved for you.
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